Right Concepts, Wrong Tools

Switching from DITA to Wiki-Based DocOps
Introductions
- Wasting Time
- Time to Switch
- Time to Move Forward
- Questions

Agenda
DITA Days

Let's take a trip back to 2013
Wasting Time -
Great concept, bad tools
Arduous Authoring

- Versioning with GIT
- Complicated editors
- No cloud or collaboration
- Fiddling with XML
Commit, run, review
Great context, no comments
Additional technical review

Reclusive Review
Painful Publishing

- Branch merges, conflicts, and more branches
- Running two automated jobs
Shared Chagrin?
Respondents report having problems with DITA?

According to Content Wrangler survey

thecontentwrangler.com/2017/08/01/overcoming-common-dita-challenges
High Level of Entry

Respondent’s most common DITA frustration?

According to an oXygen survey

blog.oxygenxml.com/2016/04/dita-usage-survey.html
5 of People’s Biggest DITA Challenges

- Making DITA do what they need it to
- Lack of training designed to equip staff with knowledge/skills needed
- Understanding about how software works
- Finding skilled and experienced employees
- Lack of understanding about how to create DITA content
Time to Switch -
Changing Tools, Saving Time
Altruistic Authoring
Responsive Review
Progressive Publishing
Splendidly Scalable...
Time to Move Forward - Living the DocOps Life
Questions?
Contact Me

Matt Reiner
Email: reinermatthew@gmail.com
Twitter: @reinermatthew
Your opinion is important to us! Please tell us what you thought of the lecture. We look forward to your feedback via smartphone or tablet under

http://ta16.honestly.de

or scan the QR code

The feedback tool will be available even after the conference!